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The restaurant from Seattle offers 10 different dishes and drinks on the card at an average price of $7.9. What
User likes about Caffe Fiore West Seattle:

Of all of the coffee shops in the area, this is hands down my favorite. The baristas are kind, attentive and
consistent, their lattes and espresso precise, and the warm, golden lighting in the beautiful space is easy on the
eyes in the early morning. It can get packed downstairs quickly, but upstairs has a good amount of seating and
there are a few lovely seats out front as well. So many shops look and feel exactly t... read more. What User

doesn't like about Caffe Fiore West Seattle:
Service is okay. Coffee is good but at $5.25 for a 12oz latte it is not worth the cost. Many other options in the
area at a lower price for like quality. They are a vita backed shop. read more. Caffe Fiore West Seattle from

Seattle is a comfortable coffee house, where you can enjoy a snack or cake with a warm coffee or a hot
chocolate, Also, the customers of the establishment love the extensive variety of differing coffee and tea

specialities that the establishment has to offer.
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Littl� thing�
CROISSANT

Past�-Mist� - Gr�ß
CREAMY CHEESE $0.5

Ho� drink�
MACCHIATO

Breakfas� �tra�
TOAST BAGEL

Amus� Bouch�
ORGANIC TEA $2.5

Other Beverage�
MORNING GLORY GREEN TEA CHAI $3.8

Coffe� Roast�
FRENCH ROAST $14.0

Ho� Drin�
HOT CHOCOLATE

Coffe� & Dessert�
LATTE SHORT $3.3

Whol� Bea� Coffe�
FIORE ESPRESSO BLEND $14.0

Coffe� &amp;amp; Te�
MORNING GLORY CHAI $3.8

Origin� an� Blend�
SUMATRA $14.0

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

Coffe�
ESPRESSO

COFFEE
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